
L.0 The Feminization of Labor

However terrible and disgusting the dissolution of the old
family ties within the capitalist system may appear, large scale
industry, by assigning an important part in socially organized

processes of productiory outside the sihere of the domestic

economy, to womery young persons and children of both sexes,
does nevertheless create a new economic foundation for a

higher form of the family and of relations between the sexes.

- Karl MarxlT

No discussion of the current fortunes of women can take place

outside of a discussion of work. The inclusion of women into the

labor force has brought about unprecedented changes in the way

we understand the'role'of women, the capacity of women to live

independent lives and the way in which women participate in

the economy more generally. Of course, women have always

workeil, that is to say, raised ctrildren, tended to the home, grown

crops/ etc., and how different the history of the world would

have been had this been from the start been regarded as labor to

be rewarded. Nevertheless, as Marx notes, it is only when

women enter work'outside the sphere of the domestic economy'
that transformations in relations between the sexes, the compo-
sition of families and so on, really start to happen. The ability to

be 'flexible' that all good pre-workers now imbibe with their

mother's milk is the admission that there is no natural role for

women to occupy and tha! at least at the beginning of one's
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working life, no job is out of bounds. From the perky A level

photos that beam out from August newsPaPers, to the successful

young professional feafured on the advertisement for a new

luxury flat development, the job market seems, at least on the

surface, a better place to be for women than men.

On the whole, women have adapted remarkably well to work.

They now do better at school, better at university, and go to work

before, during and after pregnancy. They have been'encouraged'

by a government desperate to get mothers, in particular, back to

work, even without providing adequate access to drild care. In

the UK unlike many other European countries, female partici-

pation in the labor market has been high for a long time, and

women/ particularly youn& single women, are a key factor in the

proliferation and success of job agencies, turning precarity into a

virtue. One does not need to be an essentialist about traditionally

'female' traits (for example, loquacity, caring, relationality,

empathy) to think that there is something notable goingon here:

women are encouraged to regard themselves as good communi-

cators, the kind of person who'd be 'ideal' for agency or call-

centre work. The professional woman needs no specific skills as

she is simply professional, that is to say, perfect for the kind of

work that deals with communication in its purest sense'

There is a curiously existential asPect to this now intimate link

between women and labor. Male and female graduates have

somewhat different attitudes to work, according to one 2006

study:

It would seem some men and some women graduates are

approaddng job seeking rather differently, particularly when

they are having trouble finding work straight away. The

women's view is,'My dream job hasn't arrived, so I will go out

and get a few more skills and more experience under my belt

so that when it arrives I will be ready'. Men are perhaps

thinking, 'My dream job hasn't arrived yet - I will just stay
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here until it does.'I8

Female pragmatism, the supposed sensibleness of womery finds
itself translated neatly into the language of skill-acquisition and
self-advancement.

Fewer women than men currently claim Jobseekers
Allowance, and there are many more women in part-time work
(1.80 million men to 5.70 million women as of mid-2008).1e
Employment agencies often have girly names and pink-tinged
logos, like'Office Angels'and 'Capability ]ane', enticing young
women into secretarial work that will be extremely unlikely to
last more than 13 weeks at any given location (at which point the
employer would be legally obliged to give the worker some paid
time off). Agenry work is sold as a type of liberatiory the good
kind of 'flexibility', with the added advantage for the agenry and
the firm that the worker will never know who her ,colleagues,

are. Organizing among agency workers is structurally impos-
sible, and the enforced atomization of the agenry worker is
rephrased as'individual choice','your freedom'. This maneuver
crops up time and time again. At the very moment where some
sort of collective response might be appropriate - for example,
campaigning against discrimination of pregnant women at work
- the language of choice is invoked: 'it was her choice to get
pregnant, why should we have to work more to cover her time
off?'Childless women are pitted against those with families, the
young against the older. A recent report claimed that,76o/o of.
managers admitted that they would not hire a new recruit if they
knew they were going to fall pregnant within six months of
starting the job.'20 Obviously women are still expected to carry
the majority of the burden of childcare, regardless of whether the
fathers want to be involved, and this conflicts with their roles as
enthusiastic and fully-available workers. When women confront
the blank white wall of motherhood, which most definitely
curtails their 'flexibility'in more ways than one, the boss can
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shrug his or her hands and say 'look, you're not what you

said you were. Sorry!' Any general social responsibility for

motherhood, ot move towards the equal sharing of childcare

responsibilities is immediately blocked off - this individual

woman has betrayed the economy! A11 the while' women

working fulItime receive L7o/oless than male counterparts while

part-timers are paid on average 37o/o less'2t The model female

worker, so long as she doesn't get Pregnant or make undue

demands, is both desirable and cheap'

When people talk about the'feminization of labor" then' their

discourseisoftendouble-edged.Thephraseisatoncedescriptive

(work is generally more Precarious and communication-based' as

women's jobs tended to be in the past) and an expression of

resenhent (,women have stolen ProPer men's iobs! It's their fault

- somehow - that we dont have any ProPer industry anymore!')'

There are more women in work, and work itself has become more

,female,. As cristina Morini puts it, the feminization of 'labor'is

used to define not only the objective aspect of the quantitative

increase in the active female populatiory around the world' but

increasingly underlines the qualitative and constituent character

of this phenomenon.'Z Alternatively, we could turn this around

and talk about the laborization of women - the way in which

females are cast as worker first and only secondarily as mother or

wife, or any other identity position not linked with economic

productivity. obviously neither the feminization of labor nor the

laborization of women are total phenomena, nor comPlete' The

glorious world of work stumbles at various obstacles: Pre8nancy/

age, lack of educatiory desperation (particularly of migrant and

illegal workers, the nannies and cleaners who work so that

r icherwomencandothesame).Thejobmarketcont inuesto

differentiate between men and women - the most blatant is the

surprisingly resilient pay differential for the same jobs' and the

predominance of women in part-time and badly-paid work'

Sometimes this is related to an underlying assumption about who
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bears the brunt of the burden for childcarg but not always. If
men's wages too have been depressed, if there literally aren't

enough jobs, or enough money to pay for them (what with the

dire need to pay CEOs so many more times more than anyone

else, not to mention the precious shareholders), then the category

'woman' remains a useful one for the 'first fired, last hired'

policy that has characterized the employment market for much

of the last hundred years or so. The discourse of work as pure

emancipation depends on blocking out class and age constantly.

The menopausal unconscious comes back to haunt the perky

young professional; the specter of the ex-worker at home looking

after her kids angers the market even as it depends on biological

reproduction to sustain its own future.

Nevertheless, images of a certain kind of successful woman

proliferate - the city worker in heels, the flexible agency

employee, the hard-working hedonist who can afford to spend

her income on vibrators and wine - and would have us believe

that - yes - capitalism is a girl's best friend. The demand to be a

'adaptable' worker, to be constantly 'networking', 'selling

yourself', in effect, to become a kind of walking CV is felt keenly

by both sexes in the developed world. Arguably, however, this

omnipresent imperative is interpreted differently by the sexes.

David Harvey poses this question in the following way: 'what

effect does the circulation of variable capital (the extraction of

labor power and surplus value) have on the bodies (persons and

subiectivities) of those through whom it circulates?'23 If the

contemporary world of work on one level doesnt care who does

the job as long as it is done, on the other it cannot forget the

internal history of the transformations in gender roles when it

has costs to shave or profits to reap by doing so - capitalism

selectively remembers that women are women. Morini argues

that transformations in the organization of work, particularly the

rise of precarity, means that labor itself has become essentially

feminized:
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Work is an effective occasion for the emancipation of women

in the face of male oppressiory albeit within the limits set

bythehierarchicalorganizationofwork.Thankstothelevel

of generalized precariousness, which has been transformed

into a structural element of contemporary capitalism' 'work

whictr becomes a woman', is tantamount to saying that the

fragmentation of the service provided and the complexity of

the dependence/absorption which women have experienced

at various times in the labor market, ends up becoming a

general paradigm irrespective of gender' In this sense' it can

be maintained that the figure of social precariousness today is

woman: in cognitive capitalism precariousness' mobility and

fragmentation become constituent elements of the work of all

persons irrespective of gender'24

All work has become women,s work, even that of men. No

wonder the young professional woman beams down at us from

realestatebillboardsastheparadigmaticimageofachievement.

As Virno puts it'correctly understood, post-Fordist "profession-

ality" does not corresPond to any precise profession' It consists

rather of certain character traits''2s At this point in economic

time, those character traits are remarkably ferninine' which is

why the pragmatic, enthusiastic professional woman is the

svmbol for the world of work as a whole'

22

1.L You're Like an Advert

for Yourself

This feminization of labor is also a feminization of the search for
labor. If men and lvomen are at all times supposed to be a kind

of walking CV, constantly networking, constantly advertising

themselves, then this 'body'is the prime locus for any under-

standing of the way in which the logic of employment overcodes

our very comportment. From the top to the bottom of the

employment pool, whether one is a jobseeker being retrained for

work or a CEO manipulating contacts, your bodily existence at

work comes to coincide with the CV that neatly summarizes

where you've been and how you made profitable use of your

time. Even those at the very bottom of the rung - migrant

laborers hired to perform a particular menial task, say, must

demonstrate their willingness to work, to'sell themselves', all

the more so if a large army of reserve labor is waiting to take

your place.

Clearly, anything you have on your side, whether you've

worked/studied/paid for it or not, is part of your job-seeking

arsenal. Far from being something to keep in reserve, or relevant

only to those on close terms, one's looks, manner and appearance

are all. This is not simply a matter of 'looking smarf for work,

but rather a matter of being in a position where everything

counts, up to and including one's most basic subjective and

physical attitudes. Everything is on show, everything counts.
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From the boardroom to the strip-club, one must capitalize on

one's assets at every moment, demonstrating that one is indeed a

good worker, a motivated employee, and that nothing prevents

your full immersion in the glorious world of work.

If we accept the argument that the division between 'free-

time' and 'labor time'has become extremely blurred in recent

years, there is something potentially revealing about what

individuals choose to do in their 'spare time', especially in

moments of 'extreme'leisure such as the American tradition of

Sp"i.g Break, a kind of beach-based sex 'n' booze free-for-all,

documented from time to time by the'Girls Gone Wild'franchise,

whose basic modus operandi is to visit college towns, filming

girls in stages of drunkenness and clothelessness. When the'Girls

Gone Wild'team hand out hats or t-shirts in exchange for a shot

of breasts, or the performance of a snog with another woman, the

logic is right out in the open: we'll give you something obviously

crap in exdrange for a kind of performance that reveals'that there

is nothing subjective, nothing left, hidden behind the appearance,

that you simply are commensurate with your comPortment in the

world. You are your breasts.

All of this marks a very serious transformation in the

relationship between women and their bodies. Far from flaunting

their assets in the hope that the refracted attention will filter back

to their person as a whole (in Sartre's example of mauztaise foi, a

young woman out on a date treats her hand as a dead object

when it is reached for by her lascivious beau, and speaks instead

of 'elevated' matters in order to temporarily and deliciously

suspend what she knows to be true - that the young man desires

her sexually), it is the'assets', the parts, that take on the function

of the whole. The all-pervasive peepshow segmentarity of

contemporary culture demands that women treat their breasts as

wholly separate entities, with little or no connection to themselves,

their personality, or even the rest of their body. All autonomous,

organic agency of a moral, rational or egoic nafure is dissolved
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into auto-obj ectivization.

They, the breasts, and not their 'ownet', ate the centre of

attention, and are referred to, with alarming regularity, as

completely autonomous objects, much as one would refer to

suitcases or doughnuts. Constantly fiddled with, adjusted,

exposed, covered-up or discussed, contemporary breasts

resemble nothing so much as bourgeois pets: idiotic, toothless,

yapping dogs with ribbons in their hair and personalized

carrying pouches. These milkless objects of bemused scopophilia
(frequently and explicitly 'f.ake', as is the fashion) are described

over and over as if possessed of their own will and desire,

separate from that of their owners ('Oh nol It slipped out of my

top! Again!'). It is as if plastic surgery and the concomitant

bloodletting did not expunge a malevolent spirit, but insert one.

The thing to say upon first glance is no longer'you look nice'but

'are those real?'A. A. Gill writing of Abby Titmuss, puts it thus:

'[she] speaks of her breasts'inability to remain covered, as if they

were a medical condition she had to live with, with as much

good humor, and stoicism as she could muster. The outbreaks of

exhibitionist sexuality were like eczema attacks: disgusting,

unsightly but not her fault.'26 The jokey male hypothetical

question to lesbians ('don't you spend all day playing with your

breasts?') has literally come true. They are'assets'in the physical

and economic senses simultaneously and as much use as

possible is to be extracted from them - their role in breastfeeding

is perversely secondary to their primary function as secondary

sexual characteristics.

What the autonomous breasts and the concomitant becoming-

CV of the human means is that the language of objectification

may not be useful any longer, as there is no (or virtually no)

subiective dimension left to be colonized. The language of objec-

tification demands on a minimal subjective difference, what

Badiou quaintly identified in the realm of personal relations as

'the intangible female right ... to only have to get undressed in
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front of the person of her choosing.' In the realm of work we

could call this the right not to have to lay bare one's entire

personality and private life. In effect, this is what the world of

work increasingly demands - that one is always contactable (by

email, by phone), that one is always an'ambassador'for the firm

(dont write anything about your job on your blog), that there is

no longer any separation between the private realm and the

working day (Facebook amalgamates friends and colleagues

alike). The personal is no longer just political, it's economic

through and through.

Perhaps a further sign of the death of the objective/subjective

opposition comes in the form of a parodic historical inversion. It's

relatively acceptable for women to make general (usually whiny)

claims about men, or to say that a man has a'cute arse', even at

work, because ifs so obviously a toothless parody of the sexism

of decades past. Objectification implies that there is something

left over in the subject that resists such a caPture, that, we might

protest if we thought someone was trying to deny such interi-

ority, but it's not clear that contemPorary work allows anyone to

have an inner life in the way we might once have understood it.

The blurring of work, social personal and physical life is

almost total. If feminism is to have a future, it has to recognize

the new ways in which life and existence are colonized by new

forms of domination that go far beyond objectification as it used

to be understood.

2.0 Consumer Feminism

I did this interview where I just mentioned that I read Foucault.

Who doesn't in university, right! I was in this strip club giving

this guy a lap dance and all he wanted to do was to discuss

Foucault with me. Well I can stand nAked and do my little

dance, or I can discuss Foucault, but not at the same time.

-Annabel Chong 1999

Contemporary feminism has attempted to provide answers to a

wide range of questions - work, sex, porn, family. And if we take

the answers at face value, the future looks bright! Books like

Manifesta: Young Wornen, Feminism and the Future arrd, Full-Frontal

Feminism aim to capture the youth feminist market with

seemingly endless amounts of 'sass'and breathless confidence-

building. It's a strange but relatively successful form of self-help,

which takes its cue from books like Gloria Steinem's 1992

Reaolution from Within: A Book of Self-Esteen. In these books, the

political and historical dimensions of feminism are subsumed

under the imperative to feel better about oneself, to become a

more robust individual. As a response to the'I'm not a feminist,

but...'pose it's very successful. Almost everything turns out to be

'feminist' - shopping, pole-dancing, even eating chocolate. This

section attempts to demonstrate the remarkable similarity

between'liberating' feminism and'liberating' capitalism, and the

way in which the desire for emancipation starts to look like

something wholly interchangeable with the desire simply to buy
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more things. These themes are examined through a brief tour of

the key markers of contemporary femininity cinema,

magazines, self-harm, chocolate, and a strange kind of

theological romanticism. . .

2.1. FeminismrM: Two Sides of

the Same Con

Feminism offers you the latest deals in lifestyle improvement,

from the bedroom to the boardroom, from guilt-free fucking to

the innocent hop-skip all the way to the shopping mall - I don't

diet so it's ok! I'mnot deluded! I can buy what I like! FeminismrM

is the perfect accompaniment to femme-capitalrM: Politics, suctr

as it is, belongs to the well-balanced individual (the huPPy

shopper), sassiness is like, so where it's at (consumer confidence)

and, most of all, one must never/ ever admit to cracks in the

facade (ideology). This foundation is flawless! And it lasts all

night! Unlike men, titter, titter, etc. etc.

A recent puff piece for equality by ]essica Valenti informs us

that not only does feminism do wonders for one's flat ('as I was

getting ready for the photoshoot for this articlg the guy I'm

dating ... tidied up for me so the photographer wouldnt see what

a tip my apartment is at the weekends'), it actually makes life

morefun.You see, girls, it's not all about grim-faced non-shaving

and being a bit angry. Feminism can, like, totally help you out'

Take Valenti's job description, for instance:

I have an amazing grouP of women friends who spend their

days speaking out against sexist idiocy - and who also

happily dance their asses off with me when we're out

clubbing.2T
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Apart from the rhetorical horror of folk actually 'dancing their

asses off', Valenti's argument is a desperate bid to sell feminism

as the latest must-have accessory. Trotting out the tired old line'I

used to think that all feminists were miserable and hairy', Valenti

does her very best to sell us her feminist manifesto, in all its faux-

radicality: 'liking your body can be a revolutionary act' she

concludes, regarding her navel with a curious kind of joy as

centuries of political movements that dared to regard tJrre holy

body assecondary to egalitarian and impersonal proiects crumble

to bits around her. Incidentally, for the disproportionate fear that

the statistically and historically minimal grouP of women who

were both angry andhadhairy legs have inculcated both in their

detractors and in their wannabe-successors, we should salute

them as often as possible.

Stripped of any intemationalist and political quality, feminism

becomes about as radical as a diamantd phone cover- Valenti

'truly believes' that feminism is necessary for women 'to live

happ, fulfitled lives'. Slipping down as easily as a friendly-

bacteria yoghurt ddnk, Valenti's version of feminisrir, with its

total lack of structural analysis, genuine outrage or collective

demand, believes it has to compliment capitalism in order to

effectively sell its product. When she claims that'ladies, we have

to take individual action', what she really means is that it's every

woman for herself, and if it is the FeministrM woman who gets the

nicest shoes and the chocolatiest se& then thatt iust too bad for

you, sister.

To Freud's infamous question, 'what do women want?' it

seems, then, that we have all-too-ready an answer. Why! They

want shoes and chocolate and handbags and babies and curling

tongs washed down with a large glass of white wine and a

complaint about their joblmenL/friends (delete as appropriate).

This model of contemPorary womanhood, as specific to

advanced industrialized countries as it is, is everywhere.

It is not enough to say that women are being sold a lie by

advertising, magazines and cinema. People have been saying this
for decades. Debates about whether thin models'cause, anorexia,
or whether standards of beauty contribute to rising levels of
depression, self-harm and anxiety are never quite satisfactory
even if there must be some truth to them.

What is striking about ElIe, Vogue, etc., apart from the relent_
lessly contentless writing was just lrrow confusing they are. Far
from whacking you over the head with some specific set of
physical ambitions, they create a far more complex set of
anxieties and conflicting demands. Take the L5 pages or so of
'this season's fashions'- if you were to 'follow'all of the trends
equally, youd be a corporate-goth-bohemian-neon-native-
American-lndian-casual-office girl. Which'would probably look
quite interesting, but I doubt that's what they mean. But there is
literally no way of distinguishing between fashions - assuming
one cared about such things, you'd probably want to know which
one was more f.ashionable. Only the very rich could afford to
follow them all.

The same goes for the models - certainly, the one thing they
do have in common is thinness, that weird kind where it looks
like your limbs are on backwards - but how different they all
look, and yet how strangely they all look like a foodstuff.
Photoshop has turned fashion photography into something
you'd want to lick, rather than emulate. And the whole libidinal
economy of half-naked women staring up at you, as if you were
the owner of a peculiarly classical male gaze. It's not clear
whether you are supposed to envy or admire them - but thery
that's not clear in the real world either. Clearly 'not knowing
which'(model to look like, fashion to pick) is a brilliant way of
creating just the right kind of anxiety appropriate to a form of
shopping frenzy that will buy as many and as varied kinds of
shoes, etc., in order to get as close as possible to this set of
incoherent demands. For fashion to survive the one thing the
magazines and adverts can never say, of. course, is: 'work out
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what suits you and stick to that!'. Fashion magazines are most

definitely tied up with impossible demands, but they seem far

more comprehensible as motors of economic expenditure than as

ego-ideals.

But if fashion is more usefully run as a confusing anxiety-

inducing operation, the presentation of sex - both the emanci-
patory 'feminist' kind and the capitalist ad-selling kind - is

remarkably homogeneous. Ariel Levy in Female Chauainist Pigs

has gone some way in describing this culture:

A tawdry, tarty, cartoonlike version of female sexuality has

become so ubiquitous, it no longer seems particular. What we

once regarded as a kinil of sexual expression we now view as

sexuality.2E

This is clearly not the liberation once imagined - think of

Germaine Greer's handwringing over her calls to emancipate
female sexuality coming'true'but ultimately ending up as'sluf

t-shirts for pre-teens. Capitalism, which in a sense knows no

morals (or at least can change them easily), couldnt care less

about the positive, happy,'feminist' reclaiming of sex so long as

it makes a buck out of skimpy nightwear and thongs. Levy's

concept of 'female drauvinist pigs', 'women who make sex

objects of other women and of themselves', is perhaps not so new

as all that - after all, women's magazines that invite you to

condemn and envy other women in equal measures have been

around for a long time - but Levy is right that this has taken on a
peculiarly pornographic taint in recent years.

There are m.rny who regard the sexualized treatment of
women by other women with an understandable kind of
feminist-humanist horror: women can't possibly treat other
women the way we said unenlightened rnen do! But they can,
and they do. Sometimes this sexualization is done directly - takq
for example, the vexed role of the performance of lesbianism to

2.1 Feminismil: Two Sides of the Same Con

titillate straight male friends. Clearly there is nothing inherently

nicer about women than men. Levy ultimately falls into the trap

of opposing a nice, liberated version of sexuality -'we need to

allow ourselves the freedom to figure out what we internally
want from sex'29 - to a plastic, cartoon world of breast implants

and pole-dancing. There is nothing wrong with Levyt positiory

in fact, it is extremely sympathetic. But there is problem if there
is no way back to this'freedom'to explore some supposed'real'

sexuality. What if the self-commodification of individuals is all-
encompassing, as the analysis of the job-market suggests? What
if there is no longer a gap between an internal realm of desires,
wants and fantasies and the external presentation of oneself as a
sexual being? If the image is the reality? As depressing as this

might be, it would make a more useful starting point than to

assume there is a real humanist reserve of nice sexual desire
lying beneath all the images. If indeed there are moments of

subjective resistance, they might not be particularly pleasant.

Take self-harrn or 'cutting', for example, particularly common

among women. What we are dealing with is an attempt to induce
reality, to create a feeling of reality. If the red stuff flows, it is an
indication that all is not yet lost in what remains of the'private
sphere', that some 'little things' resist capture. (Tattoos, on the
other hand, for all their counter-cultural history ultimately
indicate some sort of acceptance of the realm of conditioned
meaning.) All that can be said for the private tribes of (mostly)

women cutters is that they do not understand each other symbol-
ically, that there is no communication across scars. Self-harrn as
the anti-tattoo. Each individualized real-time concentrated
creation of reality is the true point of the pairy not the residual
scratches (however deep) that remain. Christina Ricci speaks
about her own experience of cutting her arms with nails and the
tops of hzzy-drt*s cans: 'ifs a sort of experiment, to see if I can
handle pain...it's like having a drink but quicker.' It's like haoing
a drink but quicker, an instantaneous chemical smack to the back
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of the head to calm you down.

So conditioned are we to think that our behaviors are

individual (a degree is an 'investment', starting a family is a

'personal droice'), that we miss the collective and historical

dimensions of our current sifuation. Currently, women are'doing

well' and make 'good workers'. The idea that women are the

'sensible'ones, as opposed to bohemian, imaginative men has a

history, and it's quite a strange one. The 'genius' typically

possesses feminine characteristics - imagination, intuition,

emotion, madness - but is not of course an acfual woman: the

great artist is a feminine male, but not a feminine female or a

masculine female. Women can be mad, but not aesthetically

inspired or they can be sane, and provide comfort for the true

creators, who are a little bit womanish, but not too much.

But are women really more sensible? IYs unlikely that women

are inherently more stable than men, and historically at various

points they definitely weren't supposed to be (co:rsider the

'hysterical' woman of the 19th century, the Soviet divorce and

abortion laws of 19L7-L8 that recognized that women were just as

uncommitted to the bourgeois family set-up as men/ Friedan's

'the problem with no name' of the 1950s and 60s). Sometimes

women are supposed to be demented harpies with wombs full of

devils and other times they're supposed to fold up nicely like the

ironing board in a suburban bungalow

There's been a trope for a while among male blog writers, for

example, to refer to their other halves in passing as her indoors -
the women who supposedly disapprove of their silly male obses-

sions with record collecting, who drag the boys away from

playing with their toys and make them do'family things'instead.

It seems disingenuous, a kind of cover story to mask the fact that,

among other things, they might actually enjoy playing with their

kids or hangrng out with their partner. It also subtly perpetuates
the idea that it's men who really have obsessions, even if they
mock themselves a bit about it. It's like a safety net - you can like

2.1 Femlnismil: Two Sides of the Same Con

the most avant-garde music/films/literature, but go home to a
perfectly normal little family with all its little sexual edicts and
dull domesticities. Men have ideas and arguments and fixations,
women are balanced and well-rounded. Because women are so
much more worldly, arent they? They just know how things
work. 'Cup of tea, looe?'

Certainly, there is this prevalent image of the successfuf

sorted young woman with enough enthusiasm and emotional
reserves after passing all those A levels to look after a fragile,
torfured young man. But really, women no more know what's
going on than men do, and they certainly don't have a insight
into nice, stable normality (as if anyone does). The current sorted
young woman imago is rather convenientl| the sort of worker

best suited for the type of jobs on offer, but it doesn't mean that

in a few years time women won't go back to being depicted as
deranged Jezebels hell-bent on fucking society up with their
roaming womb-induced crazy-thoughts.

One of the problems with the kind of up-beat jolly feminism
presented by Valenti et al. is that it brooks no failure. Take some
of the following lines from FuIl Frontal Feminism: 'When you're a

feminist, day-to-day life is better. You make better decisions. You

have better sex.'30 and 'Is there anything wrong with being ugly,
fat, or hairy? Of course not. But let's be honest No one wants to

be associated with something that is seen as uncool and
unattractive. But the thing is, feminists are pretty cool (and

attractive!) women.'3l Furthermore, 'feminism is something you
define for yourself.'3z If feminism is something you define for

yourself, then what's to stop it being pure egotism, pure naked
greed? Absolutely nothing.'Feminism says that you have a right
to enjoy yourself. An obligatiory even.'33 An obligation to enjoy
oneself? Few things are more menacing. According to Valentl

masturbation'even motivates you to buy fun vibrators that are

neon or shaped like rabbits.'34 Masturbation is a pre-condition
for shopping? Feminism simply is one's purchasing power:
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We may not be able to escape the pom/pop culture ridicu-

lousness, but we can try to use it to create a more reality-based

sexuality for ourselves.3s

It's a nice thought, but the chances of it succeeding are about as

likely as Barbie growing a beard.

But a hip young feminist must have her indulgences. |ust as

pink has become the color that somehow symbolizes both

freedom and sexual availabiliry like a curious form of hygienic

nakedness (think of Hugh Hefner's claim that 'the Playboy girl

has no lace, no underwear, she is naked" well-washed with soap

and water, and she is happy'36), chocolate has come to indicate

that its female devourer is a little bit, well, 'naughty'.

Take, for example, the lranian business woman, Anousheh

Ansar'r, who paid to go into space:

Ansari said to ABC News that she didn't care what was on the

menu on the International Space Station as long as there was

one thing - chocolate.3T

You've paid twenty million dollars to go into space, and all you

can think about is chocolate? All humanity's technological and

mathematical capacities stretched to breaking-point in the name

of the abstract, pointless beauty of extra-terrestrial exploratiory

and yet a Flake in front of the telly might have done?

Chocolate represents that acceptable everyday extravagance

that all-too-neatly encapsulates just the right kind of perky

passivity that feminized capitalism just loves to reward with a

bubble bath and some crumbly cocoa solids. It sticks in the

mouth a bit. In a total abnegation of her own subjective capacity
as well as the entire history of human achievemen! Fay Weldon,

for example, claims that:

What makes women happy? Ask them and they'll reply, in

36
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roughly this order: sex, food, friends, family, shopping
chocolate.

I think there's a very real sense in which woman are supposed to
say'chocolate'whenever someone asks them what they want. It
irresistibly symbolizes any or all of the following: ontological
girlishness, a naughty virginity that gets its kicks only from a
widely-available mucky cloying substitute, a kind of pecuniary
decadence.

This is very much in keeping with the flip-side to the young
feminism of Valenti and co, which is the depressed" weird world
of Fay WeldorU once a strange misanthropic writer with inter-
esting female characters, now reduced to iuggesting that for a
happy life women should fake orgasms and follow these rules:

...sit quietly and smile. Never when in the company of the
man you're after do you glve him a hard time. You never
argue, quarrel, demand your rights, reproach or give him one
iota of emotional, intellectual or physical discomfort.38

Because what 'men' and indeed, other womery really need is
more passive, silent, dull, faux-pleasant girls. It is hard to decide
which of the sexes Weldon is actually more insulting to here.
Men she portrays as too stupid to see through bad porn acting
while spending the rest of the time apparently thinking 'solely
about pleasure and completion'. Women/ on the other hand, are
stunted, physically limited creatures who gamer pathetic slips of
happiness from chocolate and shoes and never come. But where
do we get these ideas from? Cinema and television just might
have something to do with it...

37



3.L The Money Shot Pornography

and Capitalism

The sheer hard work of contemporary porn informs you tha!
without delusion, sex is just like everything else - grinding
relentless, boring (albeit multiply boring). The pneumatic

Calvinism of rubberized piston porn-duty, the grim orgasm of
unsmiling physical moil. But sex-as-work is the lesser partner in

the invention of porn-capitalism. Where does it all end up, after

all but in the money shot. The trajectory of the money shot is the

history not only of filmed pomography (a contradiction in terms

given the'graphy'of the original medium - the'writing of/about

prostitutes'in the name of a social materialism that sought to

bring down the drurch alongside its concomitant bourgeois

hypocrisy), but also the sheer explosive pointlessness of capital

itself, abasing itself in a repeated act of onanism that blinds and

silences the other in a gobbet of slightly disappointing sexual-

Tippex.

Oppose to this the short, silent black-and-white films from

around the 1910s to the 1950s. They are overwhelmingly French,

because of advances in French cinematography and relatively lax

censorship laws compared to Britain and Gerrrany at the time.

These films were generally screened privately or in the waiting-

rooms of brothels, in order to excite the client and make the

prostitute's job a little quicker. A recent collection of silent Pomo-
graphic films, mostly made in France between 1.905 and 1930 and
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couected by Frendr director Michael Reilhac as ,The Good old
Naughty Days', astonishes for several reasons.

The first thing you notice in these early films is the sheer level
of silliness on show: sex isn't just a succession of grim orgasms
and the parading of physical prowess, but something closer to
slapstick and vaudeville. Men pretend to be statues of fauns for
curious women to tickle; two seamstresses fall into a fit of giggles
as their over-excited boss falls off the bed; a bawdy waitress
serves a series of sexually-inspired meals to a man dressed as a
musketeer before joining him for 'dessert'. This kind of theatrical
role-play prefigures many of the clich6s of contemporary pomog_
raphy, of course: nuns, school-mistresses, the ,peeping tom,
motif, and so on. But the beauty of these early short films lies in
the details, the laughter of its participants and the sheer variety
of the bodies on parade: the unconventionally attractive mingle
with the genuinely prettyi large posteriors squish overjoyed little
men. The fact that the rules of pomographic film-making havent
yet been formally established as well as the rudimentary nature
of the film equipment, means that often the filming cuts off
before any sort of climax, which only adds to the amateurish,
unstrucfured, anarchic charm of it all.

The attitude towards sex in these early pornographic efforts is
closer to the mordant humor of samuer Beckett than the action-
film over-kill of suck It Dry3 and its ilk. As the narrator of Malone
Dies recounts:

And though both were completely impotent they finally
succeeded summoning to their aid all the resources of the
skir, the mucus and the imagination" in striking from their
dry and feeble clips a kind of somber gratification.4s

One should not imagine, though, that all that vintage pom
presents is the odd dirty kiss or flash of thigh. In fact, some of the
footage in the Reilhac collection is so explicit that it received a
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R18 rating (a classification for films deemed even more explicit
than those that would usually fall under the 1g category).

what shocks the contemporary audience more than anv of the
specific acts on display, however, is the fact that the participants
genuinely seem to be enjoying themselves, and that they might
even be quite keen on sreeping with each other. Furtherrrore, for
all the shouting and screaming of contemporary porn, ifls rare to
see a woman smile, or laugh: vintage pornography abounds in
sweet expressions and moments of shared affection. The
polymorphous perversity of the actors reminds us that sex can be
both witty, but also that ifs not a competition - many of the short
films from the early twentieth century involve the inability of
men to achieve erection and the increasingly comical attempts of
their remarkably understanding lovers to try to amend the
situation- The humanist promise of early cinema seems to have
been betrayed by a combination of artificial and destructive
antagonisms between men and women and unnecessary
anxieties about'performance, and desirability.

One of the most interesting things about so-called ,vintage

erotica', for all its indifference to the well-timed cut, its wasteful
expenditure in the pursuit of female pleasure, and so on is the
presence of the 'money shot' (of course/ this term too is now
rather coy - we meart cum shof surely). It is initially surprising -
the money shot seems like it should have been a recent inventiory
something suited to a more hyper-real, obsessively graphic age
but there it is, all over the 1920s, as if the logic of the tension
between make-believe and authenticity has already been
encoded for the big porn Other.

The money shot has always been about different kinds of
'money', however. It's not clear whether the mainstream
meaning of 'money shot' (literally, the most expensive scene in
the film) got transplanted to pom or vice versa: the money shot
these days is just as likely to be the action hero,s virile escape
from a terrorist-induced explosion as a guy frrying his best to'put
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ouf . But the pom meaning is complex: is it the point at which the
guy completes his 'producf and thus makes the thing he gets
paid for, in a base capitalist form? But where, then, is the alien-
ation here? (And we should bear in mind that porn is one of the
only industries in which men usually get paid less than women.)
Or is it, instead, the point at which the audience 'get their
money's worth?' in the sense that what has been delivered to
them has finally, irrevocably been proved to be 'real': 'oh my
God, honey, they really did it!'

This passion for authenticity, which unsurprisingly works
even better as the only-ever-hinted-at 'real' sex-scene of the
mainstream film, is curious: is it not enough that we see and hear
'pleasure'on the face of the participants? Of course not - just like
any other woman/ the porn actress could be faking it. But there is
no way of measuring her pleasure, of coursg even though
vintage pom does its best to assure us that female jouissance has
its own place. But the money shot has moved again - from
mainstream cinema, to porn, to TV - in this last context it is used
to describe the key scene in a reality show that provides a kind of
low-level climax for the programme to hook the trailer on: a clip
of a contestant breaking down and crying during his or her post-
eliminatiorg or falling, or screaming. Even money can sometimes
get cheaper.

In keeping with the varieties of linguistic invention inherent
to porn, indeed the very desire for the image to keep up with
language there has to be an ever-increasingly specific remit
intemal to porn classification itself - not just 'facials', but 'eye-
shots', 'ear-shots', 'mouth-shots'. One of the things about early
2Oth-century erotic photography, on the other hand, is its lack of
taxonomy. Contemporary pomography has more categories than
there are dirty thoughts in the world, and yet it fails in one crucial
respect - it can no longer surprise. You could be into women who
look like cats who specialize in shaving biscuits whilst bouncing
up and down on trampolines, and there'd probably be a website
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that could cater to your needg but once you've seen a couple of
cat-women shaving biscuits whilst bouncing on trampolines
surely you'ae seen them aII. The excessive taxonomical drive of
contemporary pornography is merely one element of its quest to
bore us all to death and remind us that everything is merely a
form of work, including, or even most especially, pleasure.46

With the introduction of sex toys in the 1950s (the vibrator,
but also the radio, the telephone, the television), pom becomes
radically miserable. Women sit alone in houses filled with
consumer goods, popping out only to purchase the biggest
vibrator they can find. Occasionally they might flick through a
book, or more likely, a magazine, but it never distracts them for

long. Unlike the comedic role-play of twenties and thirties porn,

or the frenetic war-apocalypse porn of the 1940s, Fifties

European porn looks like a cross between a Godard film in which

women hang around looking a bit bored (most of them surely

are) and a rape fantasy. In a final psychotic twist, one of the

short 1950s films, 'The Demon of Boredom', involves a listless

housewife inviting over the sex-shop owner who has just sold

her a vibrator. Once at her place, she spikes his aperitif and orally

rapes him with the same dildo while he sits unconscious in her

drair. The toy is both bizarrely emancipatory and shockingly

alienating.

Flash forward fifty years and we can ask what would a non-

alienated contemporary pomography look like? Chances are that

even the most adamant defender of the charms of adult material

would struggle to find much evidence of compassion or affection

in today's relentlessly lurid output. Contemporary porno$aphy

informs us of one thing above all else: sex is a type of work, just

like any other. What matters most is quantity - the bigger the

better. It is not for nothing that one of the most successful sex

videos of all time, starring Annabel Chong, features 251 sex acts

performed with approximately 70 men during a ten hour period.

Contemporary pornography is realistic only in the sense that it
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sells back to us the very worst of our aspirations: domination,

competition, greed and brutalitY'

The pornography industry itself is a veritable juggernaut'

generating an estimated $57 billion in annual revenue

worldwide. It makes more money than Hollywood and all maior

league sports put together. 300,000 intemet sites are currently

devoted to its propagatiory and 200 new films are estimated to be

made every week. Almost any genre and type of sexual taste is

catered for, just so long as you arent looking for anything as

recherch6 as sweetness or wit.

On one level, we might say, so what? Pornography serves a

certain practical PurPose, why expect anything more from it? If

you want romance, go and read Mills and Boon!Alternatively, we

might side with anti-pomography feminists and argue that the

genre is so irredeemably associated with violence and misogyny

that we should steer well clear of it, and perhaps even campaign

for its abolition. But what if there was another history of porn'

one that was filled less with pneumatic shaven bodies

pummeling each other into submission than with sweetness'

silliness and bodies that didn't always function and purr like a

well-oiled machine? The early origins of cinematic pornography

tell a very different story about the representation of sex, one that

suggests a way both out of the rubberized inhumanity of today's

hardcore obsession, but also out of the claim that pornography is

inherently exploitative. But pornography alone tells us nothing

unless we accePt Angela Carter's argument that there is an

intimate link between sexual relations and social relations.

3.2 Socialism Must Not Exclude

Human Sensual Pleasure From

Its Program!

Despite the claim that'there is no such thing as too much fun"

plastered all over the dirty Teflon of the reopened Millennium

Dome, we must sadly come to terms with the fact that we live in

a world in which enioyment has been profoundly circumscribed'

Don't be misled: The imperative to 'Enjoy!'is omnipresent' but

pleasure and happiness are almost entirely absent' We can have

as many vibrators as we like, and drink as muchbooze as we can

ptrysically tolerate, but anything else outside the echo chamber

of money-possessions-pleasure is strictly verboten' Communes'

you say! Collectives! Alternative models of the fami$! What are

you, mad?t lt's a weary indictment of the state of things when

virtually every book on these topics has been removed from your

university library. People can't possibly have once thought that

there might be more to life than Daddy-Mummy-Me"'could they?

Whatever itiithappento those dreams of living differently? To

the radical Kibbutzim, co-housing grouPs' revolutionary cells?

When the'queer'comes to stand in for the right for everyone to

own their own fuck-pad, and the family turns ever inward upon

itself ('now we've finally managed to save up for a mortgage'

how about we schedule in a child around 2070?')' when gay

lifestyle magazines fill their pages with advice on how best to
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marry and adopt you know the restoration is truly upon us.

Alternative living these days is more likely to refer to the fact that

you've bolted a solar panel to your roof rather than undertaken

any practical critique of the nuclear family.

Thus we move/ just like theories of Being in Medieval

theology, from the many (a generalized sexual hedonia) to the

one (the'life partner'who agrees to share the mortgage) but with

nothing in between, apart, perhaps, for some, a fleeting glimpse

of possible alternatives. But the shared student house, or

squatting with an anarchist group or pottering off for a few years

to an ashram in one's early twenties are scarcely more than

temporary diversions, slotted in to an already pre-ordained telos

of domestic and economic stability. They lack structure - and

deliberately so.

Duban Makavejer/s WR: Mysteries of the Organism arrd The

Switchboard Operator, whilst in strong part a metaphorical
portrayal of the abusive relationship between the.Soviet Union
and YugoslaviA simultaneously poses the question of what it

might be to have a different attitude towards sex, and as a

corollary to this, what it would be to live differently, to think

beyond the apparently all-pervasive political separation of family

and the world. What if every fuck was a kind of communism,

egalitarian, ioyful and for the good of all? This would precisely

not be communalism, a kind of withdrawn fellowship, but a re-

establishment of the link between sex and politics. This is the link

that capitalism needs to obfuscate in order to hide its true depen-

dency on the ordering and regulation of reproduction. The family

in this sense is always precisely a question of the relationship

between sex and politics, how it is that someone first arrives at
the gates of the labor market in the first place and subsequently

remains fit and functioning enough to sell eight hours of their

labor power a day. But the increasing dominance of the ideology
of domesticity, shored up by endless televisual imperatives to
clean, decorate or sell your home, increasingly strips all living

3.2 socialism Must Not Exclude Human sensual Pteasure From lts hograml

arrangements, whether they be the single flat set up for a series

of one-night stands or the nuclear household with kids and a

puppy in the gardery of their real political status' While one of

the lasting achievements of feminism is to re-establish the link

between household labor, reproductive labor and paid labor'

capitalism has to perpetually pretend that the world of politics

has nothing to do with the home'
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